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Lauren and Liz are the best friend duo behind 
the clever & delightful letterpress goods

of Wolf & Wren Press.

Wolf & Wren Press, Longmont's wholesale letterpress company is moving to an in person location this
spring! Visit their brick & mortar shop in Downtown Longmont at 332 Main St in early April 2022.
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"Wolf & Wren Press stationery products seamlessly meld
modern-day sentiments that are complimented by the high-

quality, antique art of letterpress printing."
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Collaborating from just outside the Mile High City to the Forest City since 2014, best friend
duo Lauren Stapleton (Longmont, CO) and Liz Wolf (Rockford, IL) have use all modern
tools at their fingertips to combine their unique, artistic drawings and handwritten
messaging. 

Previously, Wolf & Wren's collection was only available to wholesale customers- but now,
the entire collection can be experienced in person for the first time alongside other clever
& delightful paper goods and gifts for every occasion at their new storefront in downtown
Longmont. 

Visit 332 Main Street in Longmont, CO to explore the shop in person or shop online at Wolf
& Wren.

http://wolfandwren.com/


From Gutenberg to Gen Y, Wolf & Wren Press brings the 15th-century tradition of letterpress goods into the 21st
century with clever and delightful designs. Lauren Stapleton and Liz Wolf began designing and printing cards
together in 2014 in an effort to bring people together. Their partnership spans over 1,000 miles from Rockford, IL
to Longmont, CO, giving these childhood best friends firsthand experience in the art of staying connected. The
result? A feel-good product that you'll want to share with those who matter most.

The opening of their storefront in downtown Longmont comes on the heels of a time of great uncertainty for small
businesses - their mission is to provide a message of optimism to the community. Longmont, a quickly growing
creative hub, makes the perfect location for their first brick & mortar shop. They are excited to welcome you into
this new space and provide an opportunity to experience the art of letterpress goods and gifts for all occasions.

Wolf & Wren Press also brings their passion for environmentally friendly business practices to the forefront of
their company by being proud members of 1% for the Planet and certified carbon neutral. Furthermore, all cards
are hand-drawn and letterpress printed on 100% cotton paper, making them tree-free. The store will feature
products from US-based artists, other women makers, and of course, their entire collection of letterpress greeting
cards.

Lauren (Pictured Above Left)
"Pessimism is easier than optimism right now. Being optimistic and forward-thinking is harder; we should be the
ones pushing through that and doing the things we've been dreaming about."

Liz (Pictured Above Right)
"Coming out of a time when the world was so separated [Pandemic], we were ready to bring people back
together. The new store invites them into a physical space for a tactile experience allowing them to find new ways
to send meaningful gifts and encouraging messages to loved ones."
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BACKGROUND
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Lauren and Liz of Wolf & Wren Press would love to share their story with your audience! 

If you are a print or online publication, blog, influencer, or podcast and would like to feature Wolf & Wren, please
contact us to discuss your ideas. 

If you create unique, handmade products, and would like to be part of the Wolf & Wren brick-and-mortar in
Longmont, CO please email photos, pricing, and product info to us.

All photos within this document are proprietary and property of Wolf & Wren. To request access to photos for
publication email us for approved images.
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Contact us at info@wolfandwren.com

PRESS AND PARTNERSHIPS


